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PREAMBLE 
 
Once in the year, during the ATIBOX World Boxer Show, assigned by ATIBOX general assembly to 
the one ATIBOX member country as the organizer, and under the supervision of ATIBOX Judges 
Committe and ATIBOX presidium and/or ATIBOX delegate, the ATIBOX World Winner title and the 
ATIBOX Junior World Winner titles may be granted. 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show shall be organised in accordance to the current FCI Show Regulation 
and in accordance to this regulations. 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show may be organized only by the member countries affiliated to the 
ATIBOX and FCI. 
Entry fee for inscription to the ATIBOX World Boxer Show must be same for all exhibitors. A 
reduced fee may be offered for the entries in baby, puppy, veteran and honour class. For members 
of the organizing member country club, a discount of entry fee is possible upon the approval of 
ATIBOX presidium. 
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Chapter 1. BASICS 
 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show Regulations are based on the rules of the ATIBOX Convention and on 
the principles of the FCI show rules. 
The Regulations must be applied to the ATIBOX World Boxer Show and all other ATIBOX show 
events, but they do not include ATIBOX events that have separate regulations (e.g. ATIBOX IPO 
WM and ATIBOX FH WM). 
Each member country of ATIBOX, affiliated or associated in the FCI may apply for the organization 
of ATIBOX World Boxer Show and organize the ATIBOX World Boxer Show upon the decission of 
ATIBOX General Assembly. 
Assigment of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show with the right  to grant  ATIBOX World Winner title 
belongs exclusively to the competence of ATIBOX General Assembly, while all further details 
regarding the ATIBOX World Boxer Show belongs to the competence of ATIBOX Presidium and 
partially ATIBOX Judges Committee and/or ATIBOX Delegate.  
ATIBOX secretary general develops and publishes a calendar of ATIBOX World Boxer Show, 
where the title of ATIBOX Winner and ATIBOX Junior Winner may be granted. 
 
 
Chapter 2. AN APPLICATION FOR ORGANIZATION OF THE ATIBOX WORLD BOXER SHOW 
 
An application for organization of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show with the right to grant the ATIBOX 
World Winner and ATIBOX Junior World Winner titles must be sent to the ATIBOX secretary 
general in a due time before the ATIBOX General Assembly, as defined in ATIBOX Convention. 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show should always be organized on last weekend of May. 
In extraordinary situations and for outstanding purposes, upon the written request of the organizing 
member club,  ATIBOX Presidium may approve ATIBOX World Boxer Show date changes at least 
two years in advance and shall notify of this in writing, including information on the ATIBOX 
website. 
 
 
Chapter 3. RESTRICTIONS 
 
On ATIBOX World Boxer Show classes should be divided as follows: baby class (4-6 months), 
puppy (6-9 months), youth (9-12 months) and young boxers (12-18 months) on first day, and adult 
classes (intermediate, open, working, champions, veterans and honour) on the second day of the 
show. 
The winners from each classes are to be selected during the finals in the honour ring both on first 
and on second day of the show. 
 
 
Chapter 4. SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS / ADMISSION OF BOXERS 
 
The welfare of boxer must be of utmost priority at all ATIBOX manifestations, including ATIBOX 
World Boxer Show. 
At the ATIBOX World Boxer Show, the catalog and the program must be edited in at least one of 
the four official languages of ATIBOX. 
The boxers in the catalog must be divided by gender and colour in accordance to the bellow 
mentioned classes (see Chapter 5). Data on each boxer must contain name of the boxer, pedigree 
number, micro-chip number (ISO-standard) and/or tattoo number, date of birth, full name and 
country of origin of the breeder, full name and country of origin of the owner. Full owners addresses 
and other contact details should be organized separately in the „Addresses“ catalog anex, sorted 
by alphabetical order by family names. 
Next to the name of the boxer, it is allowed to enter only the confirmed titles of International and 
National championship, as well as official titles won at previous world boxer shows of the ATIBOX 
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and FCI (ATIBOX World Winner, ATIBOX Junior World Winner, FCI World Winner, FCI Junior 
World Winner, etc.) and Boxer Club's shows of national importance (national annual 
championships). Publication of the other titles in the catalog, beside above mentioned, is not 
allowed. 
Ill boxers, blind or deaf boxers, boxers with contagious illness, crippled boxer or with testicular 
atrophy, bitches during lactation and with accompanied puppies are not allowed in the ATIBOX 
World Boxer Show. Bitches on heat may be allowed to participate to the show, but it is not 
recommendable. However, if this rule is not obeyed, and judge discovers that a boxer does not 
comply the health conditions mentioned above, he has to send the boxer out of the ring. 
Boxers born after January 1, 2013 with cropped ears and/or docked tails can not take part at the 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show. Boxers born before January 1, 2103 may participate at the ATIBOX 
World Boxer Show, if the national legal regulation of the organizing country allows cropped and 
docked boxers to be exhibited, and in accordance with the legal regulations of their domicile 
countries, can not be discriminated and their qualification must be made solely on the basis of the 
breed standard. 
Generally, where allowed, the judging of both cropped and uncropped and/or docked and 
undocked boxers must be done without any discrimination and solely in accordance with the valid 
breed standard. 
It is forbidden to prepare a boxer with any substance or technological method that will alter the 
structure, colour or form of the coat, skin, nose, muzzle, or any other part of the body. Micro-chips 
(ISO-standard) and tattoos are accepted equally as identification. The obligation of the ATIBOX 
World Boxer Show organizer is obligated to ensure the possibility of immediate micro-chips 
reading, if required.  
The organizing committee reserves the right not to accept the participation of an exhibitor at the 
show for any reason, but ATIBOX Show Committee and ATIBOX presidium must be informed on 
the reason in written form in a due time. 
 
Chapter 5. CLASSES 
 
At the exhibition approved with right to grant the ATIBOX World Winner title, boxers are divided in 
the following classes, additionaly divided by gender and colour (fawn and brindle): 
 
-  Baby class (age of 4 to 6 months) 
- Puppy class (age 6 to 9 months) 
- Youth class (age 9 to 12 months) 
- Young boxers class (age 12 to 18 months) 
- Intermediate class (age from 15 to 24 months) 
- Open class (age 15+ months) 
- Working class (age 15+ months, with a working class certificate. A photocopy of working class 

certificate must be attached to the boxer entry form and the official national canine society/FCI 
original must be presented on the request of ATIBOX delegate) 

- Champion class (15+ months for boxers with titles of international champion or national canine 
organization recognized by the FCI. The entry in Champion class does not apply to junior 
championships. A photocopy of championship and working class certificate (if aplicable) must 
be attached to the boxer entry form and the originals of official national canine society/FCI 
championship certificate and working class certificate (if aplicable) must be presented on the 
request of ATIBOX delegate). 

- Veteran class (boxers and bitches 8+ years of age) 
- Honour class (the same as for the champion class, but out of competition) 
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Requirements for Working class 
For entry in a working class, the entry form must be accompanied by a copy of the FCI compulsory 
certificate, working class certificate (WCC), containing the confirmation by the member country in 
which the holder and/or owner has his legal residence, that the boxer has passed an appropriate 
test as well as details about this test.(according to the FCI regulations). A photocopy of working 
class certificate must be attached already to the boxer entry form and the original of official national 
canine society/FCI WCC must be presented on the request of ATIBOX delegate on site (before or 
during the show). 
 
Champion Class 
For entry in a champion class, one of the following titles must have been confirmed by the day of 
the official closing date of entries: 
 

- International Beauty Champion (CIB) and International Show Champion (CIE)  of the 
FCI are entitled to participate. 

- National Beauty Champion (issued by FCI national canine societies) 
It is possible to accept the National Champion of a non-FCI country. 
Junior and club champions may not enter in this class: 
 
A photocopy of both championship and working class certificate (if aplicable) must be attached to 
the boxer entry form and the originals of official national canine society/FCI championship 
certificate and working class certificate (if aplicable) must be presented on the request of ATIBOX 
delegate.  
 
Honour class 
The entry in this class is allowed for boxers / bitches that have rights under same conditions as for 
the champion class. Boxers in the honour class are obligated to participate in the "Parade of 
Champions" only, and can not be exhibited in any other class and don't receive the qualification, 
thus may not enter the competition for the titles awarded at the same ATIBOX World Boxer Show. 
Previous ATIBOX World Winners may enter this class as well. 
 
ATIBOX World Winner title may be awarded only in the competition of 1st classified boxers in the 
working and champion class, divided by gender and colour (four titles per show). If the first 
classified boxer in a champion class does not posses the working certificate, the first classified 
boxer from working class will be immediatelly pronounced as the ATIBOX World Winner. 
 
ATIBOX Junior World Winner title may be awarded only in the competition of 1st classified boxers 
in the junior and young boxer class, divided by gender and colour (four titles per show). 
 
Classes in which the boxer can not be granted with the title of ATIBOX World Winner or ATIBOX 
Junior World Winner are: 
- Baby class 
- Puppy class 
- Intermedia class 
- Open class 
- Veterans class 
- Honour class 
Honour class is not obligatory, but the organizer must announce the absence of the this class to 
the ATIBOX presidium at least nine months prior to the date of the show. 
 
The date for determining the age of the boxer is the day of the show. 
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Chapter 6. QUALIFICATIONS AND CLASSIFICATION 
 
The qualifications given by the judges in the baby class and puppy class must correspond to the 
following definitions: 
- VERY PROMISSING may only be awarded to a boxer which comes very close to the ideal 

standard of the breed, which is presented in excellent condition, displays a harmonious, well-
balanced temperament, is of high class and has excellent posture. Its superior characteristics 
in respect of its breed permit that minor imperfections can be ignored; it must however have 
the typical features of its gender. 

- PROMISSING may only be awarded to a boxer that possesses the typical features of its 
breed, which has well-balanced proportions and is in correct condition. A few minor faults may 
be tolerated. This award can only be granted to a boxer that shows class. 

- SUFFICIENT is to be awarded to a boxer that possesses the main features of its breed. The 
good points should outweigh the faults so that the boxer can be considered a good 
representative of its breed. 

- NOT PROMISSING should be awarded to a boxer which corresponds adequately to its breed, 
withoutpossessing the generally accepted characteristics or whose physical condition leaves a 
lot to be desired. 

 
The qualifications given by the judges in the youth class, young boxer class, intermedia class, 
open class, working class, champion class and veteran class must correspond to the following 
definitions: 
- EXCELLENT may only be awarded to a boxer which comes very close to the ideal standard of 

the breed, which is presented in excellent condition, displays a harmonious, well-balanced 
temperament, is of high class and has excellent posture. Its superior characteristics in respect 
of its breed permit that minor imperfections can be ignored; it must however have the typical 
features of its gender. 

- VERY GOOD may only be awarded to a boxer that possesses the typical features of its breed, 
which has well-balanced proportions and is in correct condition. A few minor faults may be 
tolerated. This award can only be granted to a boxer that shows class. 

- GOOD is to be awarded to a boxer that possesses the main features of its breed. The good 
points should outweigh the faults so that the boxer can be considered a good representative of 
its breed. 

- SUFFICIENT should be awarded to a boxer which corresponds adequately to its breed, 
withoutpossessing the generally accepted characteristics or whose physical condition leaves a 
lot to be desired. 

- DISQUALIFIED must be awarded to a boxer which does not correspond to the type required by 
the breed standard; which shows a behaviour clearly not in line with its standard or which 
behaves aggressively; which has testicular abnormalities; which has a jaw anomaly; which 
shows a colour or coat structure that is not according to the breed standard or clearly shows 
signs of albinism. This qualification shall also be awarded to boxers that correspond so little to 
a single feature of the breed that their health is threatened. It should furthermore be awarded 
to boxers that show disqualifying faults in regard to the breed standard. The reason why the 
boxer was rated DISQUALIFIED has to be stated in the judge’s report. 

 
Boxers that cannot be awarded one of the above qualifications shall be released from the ring with 
the rating: 
- CANNOT BE JUDGED. This rating is to be given to any boxer which does not move, which is 

lame, which constantly jumps up and down on its handler or tries to get out of the ring, which 
makes it impossible to assess the gait and the movement or avoids constantly to be examined 
by the judge and makes it impossible to inspect teeth, anatomy and structure, tail or testicles. 
This rating is also to be given if traces of operations or treatment can be observed which seem 
to indicate that the exhibitor wanted to deceive the judge. The same applies if the judge has 
ample reason to suspect operations that were intended to correct the original condition or 
feature (e.g.: eyelid, ear or tail). The reason why the boxer was rated CANNOT BE JUDGED 
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has to be stated in the judge’s report. 
 
The four best boxers in each class are to be classified, if they have been awarded with at least the 
qualification “VERY GOOD” (or "PROMISING" in baby and puppy class) and will be nominated for 
the honour ring. 
 
 
Chapter 7. TITLES, AWARDS AND MAIN RING COMPETITIONS 
 
On the honour rings the places are granted for four best boxers in each class. This selection is 
made by the same judge who judged the home ring. 
 
In order to take part in breeding and progeny competition, the boxer must enter and be presented 
in the one of the competition classes, appearing both in the catalog and on the show. 
 
The titles to award are: 
 
- The Best Baby of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show - the single title is awarded in the competition 

between four 1st qlassified males and females of both colours from baby class (fawn and 
brindle males and fawn and brindle females); 
 

- The Best Puppy of ATIBOX World  Boxer Show - the single title is awarded in the competition 
between four 1st qlassified males and females of both colours from puppy class (fawn and 
brindle males and fawn and brindle females) 

 
- ATIBOX Junior World Winner - the four titles are awarded in the competition between two 1st 

qlassified boxers in the junior and young boxer class, separately for each gender and colour 
(four titles per show), hence one separate title for each fawn males, brindle males, fawn 
females and brindle females; 

 
- The Best Junior of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show - the single title is awarded to the best boxer 

in the competition of all four ATIBOX Junior World Winner (one fawn male, one brindle male, 
one fawn female, and one brindle female). 

                                                                        
- The ATIBOX World Winner title - the four titles are awarded in the competition between two 1st 

classified boxers in the working and champion class, separately for each gender and colour 
(four titles per show), hence one separate title for each fawn males, brindle males, fawn 
females and brindle females; under condition that the 1st classified boxer in the champion 
class has the appropriate working class certificate (an original proof must be presented on 
site); otherwise the 1st classified boxer from working class will be immediatelly pronounced as 
the winner.                                          

 
- The ATIBOX World Vice-Winner title - the title is awarded to the second best boxer in the 

competition for ATIBOX World Winner. In the case of any immediate of later challenge of 
ATIBOX World Winner title, or failure to comply with the requirements of the winner, the 
ATIBOX Vice-Winner may overtake the title of ATIBOX World Winner, after final decission of 
ATIBOX presidium, brought on the elaborated proposal of ATIBOX Show Committee and/or 
ATIBOX Judges Committee. 

 
- Best Veteran of ATIBOX World Boxer Show title - the single title is awarded in the competition 

between all four 1st qlassified boxers of both gender and colour from veteran class 
 
- The Best Male of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show - the single title is awarded in the competition 

of six 1st classified male boxers from intermediate class, open class and ATIBOX World 
Winner of both colours together. 
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- The Best Female of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show - the single title is awarded in the 
competition of six 1st classified female boxers from intermediate class, open class and 
ATIBOX World Winner of both colours together. 

 
- The Best Boxer of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show - the single title is awarded in the 

competition of the winners of the following titles: Best junior, Best veteran, Best male and Best 
female. 

 
- The Best couple title - in this competition one male and one female of the same color 

representing a single property owner may enter. A single title is awarded. 
 
- The Best Breeding Group - in this class a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 5 exhibits of the 

same color, regardless of gender, and bred by the same person/s (with the same kennel name) 
may enter. A single title is awarded to best group.The breeder must not be the owner of at 
least two exhibits. 

 
- The Best Progeny Group - in this class male or female with at least 5 and no more than 7 

progeny (first generation, sons/daughters) from at least two different litters/sires(fathers) or 
dams(mothers) may enter. A single title is awarded to best. 

 
The CAC (Certificat d’Aptitude au Championnat) is a national grading and is not to be awarded at 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show. The CAC counts towards a national champion title and does not refer 
to any ATIBOX title. 
 
After printing the catalog the changes from class to class are prohibited. Only the printing error, or 
adjusting permissions (working class and champion class) authorized by ATIBOX presidium or 
ATIBOX delegate (or other show controllers, appointed by ATIBOX presidium). 
 
The entry form documents necessary to enter into specific class are under sole resposability of the 
boxer owner. 
 
Any deliberate misapplication will be penalized by ATIBOX presidium on the elaborate proposal of 
ATIBOX Show Committee and/or ATIBOX Judges Committee. 
 
Chapter 8. OBLIGATIONS OF THE ORGANIZERS AND JUDGES  
 
The topics regarding the judges rights and obligations but also ATIBOX World Boxer Show 
organizers obligations are minociously described in the document „ATIBOX regulations for show 
judges“, yet some major topics are defined here as well. 
 
Only a qualified judge is authorized to make decisions regarding the awarding of qualifications, 
classification and ATIBOX World Winner title. In this respect, he is obliged to do so without outside 
help and/or interference by anybody else. Judging of boxers may be made only by the judges from 
member countries, who in their national canine organizations have acquired the abilty to judge the 
breed boxer and were placed on the list of ATIBOX judges, published on official ATIBOX webpage 
and/or on the list of FCI judges. While on assignment, they are obliged to judge strictly and 
exclusively in accordance with the FCI breed standard that is currently valid. 
Judges from countries who are not members of the ATIBOX, but are members of the FCI and are 
authorized to judge at FCI shows, can judge only in the case when the national kennel organization 
to which they belong, is linked with contractual agreements with FCI or with other arrangements. 
Judges from countries which are not members of the ATIBOX should carefully and suitably earlier 
read the „Regulations of FCI Shows“, „ATIBOX World Boxer Show Regulations“, and „ATIBOX 
Regulations for Show Judges“ as well as other relevant legal and procedural issues. Responsibility 
of the national canine organization of the country in which the show is held is to provide the judges 
with any additional material in a timely manner, if necessary. 

http://dict.pl/dict?word=suitably&lang=PL
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a. Inviting judges 

 
For the ATIBOX World Boxer Show the international judges ought to be carefully selected.  
At the World Show organiser is obliged to invite eight judges from at least seven different 
countries. This requirement is mandatory in order to obtain approval for the organization of the 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show. 
 
Each of the eight judges shall award only one of the eight major titles, that include four ATIBOX 
Junior World Winners, and four ATIBOX World Winners, meaning that the judges who are 
going to award ATIBOX Winner titles on a second day, will judge baby and puppy classes in the 
same gender and colour on a first day, while the judges who are going to award ATIBOX Junior 
Winner titles on a first day, will judge intermedia, open and veteran classes in the same gender 
and colour on a second day. 
 
The ATIBOX member countries clubs organizing the ATIBOX World Boxer Show/other ATIBOX 
event should only propose the judges from the ATIBOX judges list to the ATIBOX presidium. 
The invitations for the ATIBOX World Boxer Show are only valid and official if previously 
approved by ATIBOX presidium; otherwise the invitations are considered to be unofficial and 
not valid. After approval of the judges on the forthcomming show the ATIBOX Presidium sends 
to the organizing club the approved list of the Judges. The Presidium reserves the right to 
intervene in the list of judges. 
 
The duty of the organizing club is to announce the names of the judges in advance as well as 
to announce the classes of boxers that will be appointed to the judges at the ATIBOX World 
Boxer Show in advance, including the official ATIBOX webpage. The webpage of the ATIBOX 
World Boxer Show must be linked by official ATIBOX webpage. Any webpage without the 
above mentioned link is to be considered as unofficial. 
 
The organisers of shows must send a written invitation to the judge. The judge is obliged to 
advise the organisers, in writing, about his accepting or refusing the invitation. He should 
always carry out his obligations to act as a judge unless prevented for an important reason. 
If the judge is unable to meet his obligations for any important reason, the organiser of the 
show must be informed immediately by telephone, fax or e-mail. The cancellation must be 
confirmed by letter. 
 
Equally, the organiser of a show is also bound to keep to his invitation. Cancellation is only 
permitted for reasons of „force majeure“ or by mutual agreement with the judge. 
Should the organisers of a show be forced to cancel the event, or the judging appointment of a 
particular judge, they are obliged to refund to the judge the costs that have already been 
incurred. If a judge, for any reason other than „force majeure”, is not able to meet his 
obligations to officiate as a judge, he is obliged to pay for any extra costs that may have 
already been incurred. 
 
The judges are herewith counceled to sign up a travel insurance contract (flight cancellation, 
accidents etc.), whenever they are invited to judge abroad. 

 
 

b. Providing the information to the judges 
A judge must be informed well in advance about the classes and number of boxers he/she is 
scheduled to judge, as well as his/her duties in the ring of honour. 
A judge should not be expected to judge more than approximately 25 boxers per hour and up 
to 150 boxers per day including the obligatory writting of individual written report for each 
boxer. The judges and the national club organizing the ATIBOX World Boxer Show though can 
increase or decrease slightly number of boxers by mutual agreement. 
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If the number of boxers is increased a judge must be informed and express consent, otherwise 
additional judges must be engaged, after the approval of ATIBOX Presidium. 

 
c. Rights of the judges and obligations of the organizer 
The show organization or the inviting club must look after the judge, according to previous 
agreement, from the time of his arrival in the country where he is judging until the time of his 
departure; this normally includes the day before and the day after the show where he is 
officiating as a judge. 
A judge has to be provided with reasonable accommodation during his appointment, which may 
also include the night before and the night after the show, according to the judge’s travel 
arrangements. All judges should be accomodated at the same place. 
It is the responsability of the organizer to provide the accomodation for ATIBOX presidium 
members at the same facility where the judges are accomodated, and to provide all other 
premises required for accompanied ATIBOX activities. 
Judges are free to make other private arrangements with show organisers, which may differ 
from those above mentioned. However, when such personal arrangements have not been 
made, judges must be provided with the minimum of benefits mentioned above. 
It is advisable that all arrangements, including financial be laid out in advance in the form of a 
written contract or agreement between the judge and the show organiser; it has to be honoured 
by both parties. 

 
d. Restrictions for judges prior to the show and at the show 
The judge appointed to judge at ATIBOX World Boxer Show may not accept to judge the 
boxers of the same colour, sex and classes on other shows that he/she is appointed to judge at 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show at least six months prior to ATIBOX World Boxer Show. 
It is forbidden to judge to travel or arrive to the show in the company of the exhibitor, which 
boxers he will judge, and to socialise or stay with the exhibitors prior to the ATIBOX World 
Boxer Show. 
For this reason, the organizer may not delegate any of the persons showing boxer to take care 
for a judge prior to the judging of boxers, or organize his residence in the house of the 
exhibitor. 
A judge is not permitted to consult the catalogue of the show before or during his judging. For 
this reason, the organizer can not share the catalog with judge before the end of the show. 

 
e. Duties of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show organization committees 
The show organization committees should have knowledge of the contents of the "ATIBOX 
World Boxer Show Regulations", and "ATIBOX Regulations for Show Judges", and should 
respect these regulations. The ATIBOX cannot be held responsible for any incident happening 
in the frame of an ATIBOX World Boxer Show. Liability insurance must be provided by the show 
organization. 

 
f. Boxer show area and rings 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show must be organized in areas appropriate to carry out this type of 
event. Each ring must be large enough that the boxers can be judged either in a standing 
position and movement, without any limitation, according to the size and the number of boxers 
exhibited. The organizers of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show must prepare ring of honour, which 
should be so big that it is possible to judge all boxers. 
Organisers should provide exhibitors an easy access to the main ring. If, during the show 
additional events are held, they may not in any way impede the show. 
In the case of show taking place in the open-air area Organising Committee should provide 
adequate protection to protect against the weather conditions. 
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g. Organization of rings 
There must be eight rings on first day and eight on second day for all boxers to be exhibited, 
divided by gender and colour, as follows. 
 
First day (Saturday): 
- Ring number 1, 2, 3, and 4 - baby class and puppy class - fawn males, brindle males, fawn 

females and brindle females 
- Ring number 5, 6, 7, and 8 - junior class and young boxers - fawn males, brindle males, 

fawn females and brindle females 
 
Second day (Sunday): 
- Ring number 1, 2, 3, and 4 - working class and champion class - fawn males, brindle males, 

fawn females and brindle females 
- Ring number 5, 6, 7, and 8 – intermediate class, open class, veteran class (and honour 

class, if foreseen) - fawn males, brindle males, fawn females and brindle females 
 
Judges who are judging on the first day in the ring from number 1 to 4 are also judging on the 
second day in the same ring. 
 
Each of the eight judges shall award only one of the eight major titles (four ATIBOX Junior 
World Winner on a first day, or four ATIBOX World Winner on a second day) in the ring of 
honour. 

 
h. Ring personnel 
For the organizational support, one ring steward and one notary should be made available to 
the judge. They should be provided by ATIBOX World Boxer Show organizators. The above 
assistants and the chief ring steward have to speak at least one of the ATIBOX working 
languages, as requested by the judge. 
The ring stewards must have a good knowledge of the above mentioned ATIBOX Regulations, 
as well as the national show regulations of the country where the show is held. 
The steward and the notary should provide the following service to the judge: 
- call out the boxers applied to each class; 
- check the absentees in each class; 
- notify the judge of any change of handler or any irregular entry; 
- in priority write the judge’s critique, when required, in the language chosen by judge; 
- organise all the necessary paperwork and distribution of awards; 
- follow all the judge’s instructions. 
If necessary, the organizer should also provide an interpreter. 

 
Chapter 9. COMPLAINTS 
 
Any decision made by a judge regarding the qualifications, awards and placing is final and 
indisputable.  
However, complaints about the organization of the show and about the procedure followed to give 
the qualifications, awards and placements are admissible and have to be made immediately in 
writing to the ATIBOX World Boxer Show organiser, followed by the immediate deposit of certain 
recognizance, as surety. If the complaint is found to be unjustified by the ATIBOX delegate and 
ATIBOX Show Committee and/or ATIBOX Judges Committee, the surety will be kept by the 
organiser. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://dict.pl/dict?word=recognizance&lang=PL
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______________________________________________________________________________________
ATIBOX World Boxer Show Regulations 
 

Chapter 10. PENALTIES 
 
Infringements against the regulations can be punished with disciplinary measures. The ATIBOX 
Presidium may refuse to give certain organization of the show with the right to grant the award of 
the winner of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show for period of one to several years. 
Decision shall be made by the ATIBOX presidium after an oral or written information from the 
representative of the organizing club. ATIBOX presidium also has the right and responsability to 
immediately change the organizer in case that the organization of the forthcomming ATIBOX World 
Boxer Show show may appear not possible or appropriate. 
Appeals against penalties imposed by the ATIBOX presidium may be attributed to the ATIBOX 
General Assembly as the final instance. 
 
Chapter 11. BAN ON SHOWING 
 
Since every FCI membercountry and other partners are obliged, in accordance with its national 
legislation, to publish a list of all boxers, exhibitors and/or handlers who are banned from shows, all 
ATIBOX World Boxer Show organisers are bound by this ban. 
The organiser of the ATIBOX World Boxer Show has the right to refuse the acceptance of 
application of the exhibitor, the owner of a boxer, handler for the show organized by them, for any 
reason, but ATIBOX Show Committee and ATIBOX presidium must be informed on the reason in 
written in a due time. 
 
Chapter 12. FINAL STATEMENTS 
 
Each organiser of a ATIBOX World Boxer Show has to follow „ATIBOX World Boxer Show 
Regulations“ and other ATIBOX regulations, but also the regulations and laws of the relevant 
country. 
Under specific complaints, the ATIBOX presidium can interfere and take final decisions in case 
these regulations are not observed by the exhibitors, by judges and/or the show organisers. 
Issues not covered by these regulations shall be resolved according of regulations of the FCI boxer 
shows procedure by ATIBOX Show Committee and/or ATIBOX Judges Committee and ATIBOX 
presidium. 
 
 


